Don’t worry about the level of charge of your smartphone, tablet or any other portable device! With this capacious powerbank, low battery power is not a problem. The capacity of this powerbank will be enough to charge an average smartphone 5-6 times. You can charge two devices at the same time by connecting them to 2 USB ports and track charging progress by 4 LED lights.

Features
- Can charge 2 devices at the same time
- Capacity: 16000 mAh
- Approximate quantity of full charges for an average smartphone: 6
- Output: 2x5V max 2.4A (USB)
- Input: 5V/2A Micro USB
- Approximate time of charging: 10 hours
- LED indication of charge
- Stylish design, embossed logo

Model
- CNE-CPBF160W white 5291485002145
- CNE-CPBF160DG dark gray 5291485002152